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A PERFECT (LCDM) UNIVERSE ?

The recent CMB 
measurements made by the 
Planck satellite are in excellent 
agreement with the 
expectations of the LCDM 
model. Planck collaboration, arXiv:1502.01589



Cosmological Parameters from Planck 2018

The 6 parameters of the LCDM model are measured with incredible 
precision. From these parameters we can also derive precise constraints 
on more parameters (like the age of the universe) that are not directly 
measured by the CMB. 



TESTO



ARE MODELS BEYOND 
LCDM RULED OUT?

LCDM
LCDM model implies 

acoustic oscillations…



ARE MODELS BEYOND 
LCDM RULED OUT?
LCDM

…but acoustic oscillations DO NOT imply 
LCDM !!!! 

LCDM provides an excellent fit to Planck…but 
the same statement is valid for several other 
scenarios!



COSMIC CONFUSION
Efstathiou & Bond MNRAS, 1999 (just primary anisotropies)

After fixing the acoustic horizon scale at LSS (fix matter and baryon physical densities) you 
can have nearly identical CMB angular spectra assuming the same angular distance at 
recombination. Curvature and/or dark energy equation of state can be significantly different 
from what expected in LCDM without altering the CMB peaks structure !!!!

Curvature Dark Energy



WITHOUT ASSUMING LCDM, YOU 
DON’T MEASURE H0 FROM CMB 
PRIMARY ANISOTROPIES ALONE!



CMB LENSING

CMB photons emitted at 
z=1100 are  deflected by the 
gravitational lensing effect of 
massive cosmic structures. This 
affects the CMB anisotropy 
angular spectrum by smearing 
the high l peaks. Calabrese et al., Phys.Rev.D77:123531,2008



CMB LENSING

Calabrese et al., Phys.Rev.D77:123531,2008

Lensing signal depends 
on dark matter density. 
By measuring it you can 
break cosmic 
degeneracy! 

Thanks to its improved 
sensitivity to smaller 
angular scales PLANCK is 
the first satellite 
experiment that can do 
this !

WMAP
PLANCK



PLANCK ALONE HAS THE POTENTIAL 
TO CONSTRAIN CURVATURE AT FEW 
PERCENT (1.5%) ACCURACY

Di Valentino, Melchiorri, Silk, Nature Astronomy 2020

Simulated constraints on curvature 
from Planck (assuming a flat 
Universe)



NOT SO FLAT…
Planck 2018 data do 
break cosmic 
degeneracy but…prefer 
a closed universe at 
more than 3 standard 
deviations !!! 

Best fit 95% C.L.Planck Alone



BUT A CLOSED UNIVERSE 
IS A CATASTROPHE!

If we let curvature to vary 
Planck is not anymore in 
agreement with other late 
universe observables as 
BAO or SN-Ia or etc etc! 

The current agreement 
between Planck and BAO 
depends on the 
assumption of LCDM! 

So long, concordance 
cosmology…



TWO VERY DIFFERENT 
PATHS…YOU DECIDE!

Jedi (Rebels): 

- My ally is the Planck data and a 
powerful ally it is. Try to include extra 
physics to accommodate a closed 
Universe with late universe 
observations.

Sith (LCDM Empire): 

- Do not underestimate the power of  
inflation. Keep on assuming a flat 
universe and check for systematics in 
Planck data.



JEDI PATH: CONCORDANCE IN  
A CURVED UNIVERSE (TRICKY)

Planck closed model is in perfect agreement with ANY luminosity distance data 
when w is let to vary. However we have discordances between Planck+Pantheon 
and Planck+SHOES (Di Valentino, Melchiorri, Silk, ApJ letters 2021).

Let’s vary w, curvature, neutrino mass, running at the same time…



SITH PATH: ASSUME A FLAT UNIVERSE 
AND VARY LENSING BY HAND
We can parametrize the 
lensing amplitude by an 
effective (unphysical) 
rescaling parameter AL 
(Calabrese, Slosar, Melchiorri, Smoot, 
Zahn, 2008). 

Planck gives AL>1 at almost 
3 sigmas. 

Exactly 3 sigmas with 
Planck+BAO!

Calabrese et al., Phys.Rev.D77:123531,2008

AL=0,1,3,6,9 

AL=1 is what is 
expected under 
LCDM



AL IS THE KEY ?
Perfectly consistent with BAO

Increases 
H0  by 1.5%

Lowers  S8 

by 3.5%

Suggested by 
Planck+BAO 
at  3 σ

Planck+BAO data 
indicate Al>1 at 3 
sigmas. Introduce AL 
does not solve 
completely current H0 
and S8 tensions but IT 
GOES IN THE RIGHT 
DIRECTION. 

Maybe AL is not the 
correct 
parametrisation.



CONCLUSIONS
- Planck is consistent with LCDM also with trillions of models. 

Moreover, anomalies and tensions with LCDM are now clearly 
present at 3 sigmas level. 

- If we consider curvature all current tensions increase in statistical 
significance (and curvature is preferred). We need extra 
parameters to accommodate late universe observations. Tricky 
but this could hint to the fact that we may really need to change 
completely our current theoretical scenario (as often happened 
in the past). 

- Introducing an unphysical Al lensing parameter helps in restoring 
concordance. But what is its nature? systematics or new physics?


